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Where it all began …

Kreismuseum Bitterfeld
January 29, 2009

Inauguration of the 
„Working group digitisation“ 
in the museum association 
of Saxony-Anhalt



brief digression:  museum landscape in germany

The German constitution defines culture and education as a responsibility of the 
federal states, not of the central government.

Very few museums are financed and supported by the central government.



16 federal states

In Germany there are 16 ministries of culture instead of one.

Few museums are financed and supported directly by the federal state 
governments.

Because cultural policy is formulated on the federal level museums organise 
themselves in associations along this line.

brief digression:  museum landscape in germany



16 federal states 294 districts

Federal states are devided into districts.

Many of the districts finance and 
organise at least one museum.

brief digression:  museum landscape in germany



16 federal states 294 districts ~12.000 municipalities

Most museums in Germany are based and rooted in their municipalities.

brief digression:  museum landscape in germany



Museums in Germany are very diverse:

• They are small, medium or large.

• They are private or public.

• They are specialised or generalists.

• They have full time employees or they are fully volunteer-run.

But they have something in common:

• Next to all of them are organised in regional associations.

• They have limited access to IT ressources.

• They have limited knowledge of IT processes.

• There is a growing awareness that they have to be visible in the digital realm.

brief digression:  museum landscape in germany

end of digression



aims

https://nat.museum-digital.de/object/2542

museum-digital was initiated by 6 museums of the federal state 
of Saxony-Anhalt in 2009. The formulated aim is still valid:

To create a software system that is open to all museums, 
regardless of their focus or size, that allows them to easily and 
effectively gain visibility on the Internet through publication of 
their objects.

• Participation has to be as free of cost as possible. (open to all museums)
• The software has to be very easy to use. (open to all museums)
• The software has to be highly adjustable (for complex uses) (different needs)
• Software is developed in permanent dialogue with the participating museums. (get to know the needs)
• All software is web-based and independent of computer configurations. (saves a lot of money)
• Focus on feeding search engines not on creating a museum portal. (be, where the users are)

Consequences:



The number of participating museums grew, from 6 in January 2009 to about 1.300 in March 2022. Currently there 
are about 1.3 million objects in the database. (Numbers include non-public museums and objects)

With the number of museums participating also the demands grew, new features were included. Some of them:

• Developed from a publication-only tool to a full featured collection management software (CMS).

Demand for this was already experienced immediately after creation of museum-digital.

featuresThirteen years of activity … 



The number of participating museums grew, from 6 in January 2009 to about 1.300 in March 2022. Currently there 
are about 1.3 million objects in the database. (Numbers include non-public museums and objects)

With the number of museums participating also the demands grew, new features were included. Some of them:

• A tool for thematic portals and digital exhibitions was integrated.

This was a wish museums expressed around 2011. In 2021 we extended functionalities to „scrollytelling“.

featuresThirteen years of activity … 



The number of participating museums grew, from 6 in January 2009 to about 1.300 in March 2022. Currently there 
are about 1.3 million objects in the database. (Numbers include non-public museums and objects)

With the number of museums participating also the demands grew, new features were included. Some of them:

• We have increasingly focussed on data enrichment and controlled vocabularies.

This is the core for making data useful to public and to science, we will talk about it later.

featuresThirteen years of activity … 



The number of participating museums grew, from 6 in January 2009 to about 1.300 in March 2022. Currently there 
are about 1.3 million objects in the database. (Numbers include non-public museums and objects)

With the number of museums participating also the demands grew, new features were included. Some of them:

• Multilinguality was implemented in back- and frontend. Translation-tool was created.

featuresThirteen years of activity … 

In 2013 Hungarian colleagues wanted to participate. We created a hungarian 
version that is very succesful. Meanwhile we have international instances for: 
Germany, Austria, Hungary, Ireland, Romania, Serbia, Danmark, US-America, 
Brasil and Indonesia. Most are still very small. Implemented languages are 
German, English, Hungarian, Arabian, Indonesian, Portugese, Italian, Polish, 
Tagalog. French translation is planned.



The number of participating museums grew, from 6 in January 2009 to about 1.300 in March 2022. Currently there 
are about 1.3 million objects in the database. (Numbers include non-public museums and objects)

With the number of museums participating also the demands grew, new features were included. Some of them:

• Publication of unlimited number of video, audio, text and 3D Files was made possible.

At first we allowed small images and had the policy of one-image per object. Meanwhile we increased minimum size 
for images and made possible upload of infinite number of different file formats. Including 3D Files.

featuresThirteen years of activity … 



The number of participating museums grew, from 6 in January 2009 to about 1.300 in March 2022. Currently there 
are about 1.3 million objects in the database. (Numbers include non-public museums and objects)

With the number of museums participating also the demands grew, new features were included. Some of them:

• Keyboard navigation (for power-users) is supported as is navigation by voice.

Powerusers are still around …

featuresThirteen years of activity … 



The number of participating museums grew, from 6 in January 2009 to about 1.300 in March 2022. Currently there 
are about 1.3 million objects in the database. (Numbers include non-public museums and objects)

With the number of museums participating also the demands grew, new features were included. Some of them:

• First attempts with artificial intelligence – to extract keywords from images.

We try to extract keywords from object images. This is still in an experimental stage, but principally works already.

featuresThirteen years of activity … 



The number of participating museums grew, from 6 in January 2009 to about 1.300 in March 2022. Currently there 
are about 1.3 million objects in the database. (Numbers include non-public museums and objects)

With the number of museums participating also the demands grew, new features were included. Some of them:

• Freely configurable export in standard exchange format LIDO is available.

The museums wanted to be able to export their data themselves. It now is a one button affair and easily done …

featuresThirteen years of activity … 



The number of participating museums grew, from 6 in January 2009 to about 1.300 in March 2022. Currently there 
are about 1.3 million objects in the database. (Numbers include non-public museums and objects)

With the number of museums participating also the demands grew, new features were included. Some of them:

• There is an API for the integration of objects into the museum website.

More and more museums want to show their own objects at their website. Through a sophisticated API we empower 
them.

featuresThirteen years of activity … 



The number of participating museums grew, from 6 in January 2009 to about 1.300 in March 2022. Currently there 
are about 1.3 million objects in the database. (Numbers include non-public museums and objects)

With the number of museums participating also the demands grew, new features were included. Some of them:

• A flexible tool for building sub-groups (e.g. art museums, e.g. museum of city abc, e.g. ethnographic collections …)

This tool is very powerful, e.g. many German memorial institutions take part in museum-digital. With this tool we 
created a database and platform for them automatically.

featuresThirteen years of activity … 



The number of participating museums grew, from 6 in January 2009 to about 1.300 in March 2022. Currently there 
are about 1.3 million objects in the database. (Numbers include non-public museums and objects)

With the number of museums participating also the demands grew, new features were included. Some of them:

• A sophisticated tool for imports was developed together with a tool for the preparation of data for imports.

All kinds of JSON, XML or CSV brought by the museums can be imported.

featuresThirteen years of activity … 



All these features were inspired by museums! 

Basically we bring technologies of the internet into the museums.

We strongly believe that the quality of data depends on the means used to collect them.
 

To improve data quality is our aim.

We want to make it easy for all museums to get and publish rich data.

featuresThirteen years of activity … 



Other features … 

Support for improving the object data …
• Museum director can create as many user accounts as necessary.
• Object data can be grouped into collections or object groups.
• Batch editing is possible.

Supporting additional functions …
• Literature entries can be managed.
• Exhibitions (and the use of objects in them) can be managed.
• Loan management is possible.
• Conservation and restauration reports can be managed.
• Provenance research can be documented.

Important:
Most functions can be switched on or off – or have a simple form and a sophisticated form which the 
museum can choose.

features



structure

(eg. Museum-digital:Rheinland)

(eg. Museum-digital:Brandenburg)

(eg. Museum-digital:Budapest)

(eg. Museum-digital:Wien)

Each museum is part of a regional instance.

To understand how museum-digital works it is important to have a look at the internal structure.



Each museum is part of a regional instance. The instances are aggregated semi-automatically on a national level.

(eg. Museum-digital:Rheinland)

(eg. Museum-digital:Brandenburg)

(eg. Museum-digital:Budapest)

(eg. Museum-digital:Wien)

(e.g. museum-digital:Deutschland)

(e.g. muzeum-digitar:Magyaros)

(e.g. museum-digital:Österreich)

structure
To understand how museum-digital works it is important to have a look at the internal structure.



(eg. Museum-digital:Rheinland)

(eg. Museum-digital:Brandenburg)

(eg. Museum-digital:Budapest)

(eg. Museum-digital:Wien)

global.museum-digital.org

structure

Each museum is part of a regional instance. These are aggregated semi-automatically on a global level.

To understand how museum-digital works it is important to have a look at the internal structure.



(eg. Museum-digital:Rheinland)

(eg. Museum-digital:Brandenburg)

(eg. Museum-digital:Budapest)

(eg. Museum-digital:Wien)

global.museum-digital.org

(e.g. museum-digital:Deutschland)

(e.g. muzeum-digitar:Magyaros)

(e.g. museum-digital:Österreich)

md:nodac – Database for controlled vocabularies

structure

If we take the semi-automatically created instances out of focus. The active parts of museum-digital are various 
regional instances and one central database for controlled vocabularies (md:nodac).

Each museum is part of a regional instance. All instances use the same set of controlled vocabularies.

To understand how museum-digital works it is important to have a look at the internal structure.



Regional instance md:nodac

1). Each regional instance has its own „caretaker“ (mostly from the regional museum association), who gives 
advice to the museums, organises workshops (e.g. on object photography) and increasingly initiates working 
groups for digitisation among the museums of the region.

2). The „caretakers“ of all german instances meet once a month to exchange experiences and developments and to 
organise support for the team of editors of md:nodac (vocabulary control).

3). There is a permanent communication between „caretakers“, museums and the technical team (that works 
voluntarily).

4). A museum that wants to participate has to agree that the editors of md:nodac can change their entries 
(controlled vocabularies only, never change the meaning but change the way of writing - if necessary). They have 
to follow the basic rules.

structure



Before going deeper into it … (1)

We work on the basis of CIDOC-CRM and its derivate LIDO, we work with so called „events“. An event is 
something that happend to the object (e.g. creation, use, finding, …). Each event can have four basic parts 
as answers to „What“, „Where“, „When“, „Who“.

This allows us to link entities. In this example we link the object (in one database) 
to Eugène Delacroix (in a second database). This makes it easy to collect, enrich and 
translate background information (e.g. about the artist), which is then immediately 
available for other museums with other objects that are related to the same actor.

This principle of linking entities is valid for actors, places, times, keywords.

©Kunsthalle Bremen, CC BY-NC-SA, https://bremen.museum-digital.de/object/63

basic rules



Before going deeper into it … (2)

Computers don‘t read contexts as humans do. They do not distinguish between an actor 
named „unknown“ (e.g. an „unknown“ painter) and another actor named „unknown“ 
(e.g. a car maker). The simple rule therefore is: Leave empty what you do not know. 
(Question also: Unknown to whom?)

basic rules

Before going deeper into it … (3)

There is a large amount of possibilities to express uncertainty (e.g. possibly 1831, about 
1831, 1831 (probably), 1831 (more or less) … We reduced this to only two values: 
certain and uncertain. There is a switch for it. For each relation between object and 
entity (in the example: Drawn by Eugène Delacroix, Drawn in 1831) we store the 
„certainty marker“.



participation

Museum to „caretaker“: „I want to participate“

„Caretaker“ to museum: „Send me your contact details, a description of the museum and an image.“

„Caretaker“ registers the museum in the regional instance, creates a user account for the museum-director. 
The museum-director gets an invitation from the system and mail from „caretaker“ with offer of an 
introduction to the use of the software.

 Some museums just start (after reading the handbook)
 Some take a phone or video introduction from the „caretaker“
 Some take part in a workshop the „caretakers“ organised

Remark (1): There is no formal contract between museum-digital and the participating museum. With the 
acceptance of the invitation the museum accepts responsibility for its own entries.

Remark (2): For those who only want to try out museum-digital … as long as they do not publish their first 
object actively, everything is hidden to the public.

!

!



uses

Publication only Publication and Inventory Inventory only

2010

2022

How museums use museum-digital



o Museum has CMS and only wants md to publish objects                                        >> Import (only some data)

o Museum has CMS and wants md as a replacement                                                  >> Import (all data)

o Museum has no CMS and wants md as CMS and publishing tool                         >> Input

o Museum has no CMS and wants md only as CMS                                                      >> Input

o Often the case: Museum has CMS but does not make use of it                              >> Input

o Often the case: Museum has more than one CMS for different collections          >> Imports

Input is as important as Import.

uses

Publication only Publication and Inventory Inventory only

2010

2022

How museums use museum-digital



1872 20222009

One would expect a development of the instruments used for object documentation in museums 
during the last 150 years - of course they developed, but:

When we started with museum-digital in 2009 the picture was slightly different:

lists index cards excel files database database with GUI

ingest



1872 2022

lists

index cards

excel files

database

database with GUI

All kinds of instruments were still in use by museums !

Even today there are many museums that use outdated 
instruments ! (or none at all)

2009

ingest



So far we imported every form of xml, json or csv that museums sent us

We can import and set the objects directly visible
We can import and leave the objects invisible (they get visible after improvement by the museums)

The import tool comes with „autocorrection“ mechanisms. „Autocorrection“ is trained in md:nodac – see later.

ingest



Museum-digital has a tool for pre-import checks and transformations

With an interactive tool a museum 
that has object information in the CSV 
format („Excel“) can transform these 
into xml and check if they can be 
imported. The tool gives clear hints 
where changes in the CSV are 
necessary.

The museums can use this tool 
themselves. Often the „caretakers“ 
help them in the transformation from 
CSV to structured-import-data.

ingest



Easy to use basic input. Screen 1 … input

„On board“ handbook

Text module, overview of 
entries in field, presets

Pre-filled fields 
(adjustable)

Repeat 
last entry

Quality-Control:
It is impossible to store data 
without inventory number and at 
least 25 characters of description



Easy to use basic input. Screen 2 …

„On board“ handbook

Personally adjustable tabs

Repeat 
last entry 196 languages possible

input



After input or import the data can be improved …

Most often the original data was created with inventarisation in mind. They have to be adjusted to fit 
inventarisation AND possible publication.

Conformity to the concepts and rules of museum-digital has to be improved (eg. „pinxit“ at the buttom of 
a print does not name the „painter of the print“, it is name of the „creator of a template“ – prints are 
printed not painted)

Examples:
description missing, 
description consiting of abbreviations, 
no distinction between object type and object title, 
ugly images, 
typing errors, 
literature entries are next to never standardised.

data improvement

Museums can update and improve their data everytime. There are four kinds of entities that are improved and 
enriched by a group of editors (md:nodac)



A part of the work improving imports (and inputs) is centralised …

It is especially four kinds of data that are controlled closely:
1) Actors
2) Places
3) Keywords
4) Time

These four kinds of data are to a high degree a pre-requisite for interoperability with library catalogues or with portals. 
They allow visualisations and especially: They allow the users to find objects across museums (e.g. paintings by Delacroix).

The control is done by the md:nodac-editors. They also keep an eye on the entries museums are inserting, learning this 
way the needs for teaching the museums. If necessary they get into contact with a museum and explain the rules and why 
they have to follow. If problems with keeping to the rules appear systematically we try to find programmatic solutions.

The next slides will give an introduction into the the editing work, the problems we are encountering … and solutions we 
introduced.

quality



Editors have their own tool for mass corrections, enrichment and translation. enrichment

md:nodac contains ~ 372.000 controlled entities



Example of enrichment: actors (upper part)

- Name is stored in different forms
- Description in up to 27 languages
- „This is a keyword“
- Autocorrect/Rewrites
- Entity encoding according to libraries

enrichment



enrichment
Example of enrichment: actors (central part)

- Name is stored in different forms
- Description in up to 27 languages
- „This is a keyword“
- Autocorrect/Rewrites
- Entity encoding according to libraries

- Identifyers in repositories are added



enrichment
Example of enrichment: actors (lower part)

- Name is stored in different forms
- Description in up to 27 languages
- „This is a keyword“
- Autocorrect/Rewrites
- Entity encoding according to libraries

- Identifyers in repositories are added

- Background information (only from 
named source) is collected

- (Limited) access and direct link to objects 
in their respective database



Additional enrichments (aside from those mentioned with actors)

Additional for places
- Hierarchy is added
- Each place gets coordinates

Additional for keywords
- Multilingual hierarchy is added
- Important here are rewrites: The system is taught the whenever the imported or inserted keyword is „sailboats“ to 

use „sailboat“ instead. More exact: Rewrite-rule is language dependent so here it is only for German „Segelschiffe“ is 
rewritten automatically to „Segelschiff“). After learning the system prevents everyone from putting „sailboats“ as 
keyword.

Additional for time
- Here every term gets a begin and an end.
- Rewrites are programmed. E.g. Input: „19. century“ -> Corrected and stored: „1801-1900“ -> Displayed as: „19. century“

enrichment



The tool for vocabulary „actors“: editor‘s view

Rules
- Are basically following the library 

standard in Germany
- Actors that cannot be 

individualised should appear in 
object description

- There is no actor with the name 
„unknown“ (should be left empty)

- If a museum introduces a new 
actor it has to put a remark of at 
least 10 characters

vocabulary > actors



The tool for vocabulary „actors“:latest entries 

What is inserted / ingested …

(import, without actor-ids from a 
controlled data repository)

- Typing errors make it impossible to 
automatically assign to one 
preferred name and do further 
enrichments.

vocabulary > actors



The tool for vocabulary „actors“:latest entries 

What is inserted / ingested …

(import, without actor-ids from a 
controlled data repository)

- Typing errors make it impossible to 
automatically assign to one 
preferred name and do further 
enrichments.

- No date of birth or death, no 
occupation given, first name 
abbreviated, quite common 
surname  The system will not be 
able to distinguish between two or 
more persons with the same name

vocabulary > actors



The tool for vocabulary „actors“:latest entries 

What is inserted / ingested …

(import, without actor-ids from a 
controlled data repository)

- Typing errors make it impossible to 
automatically assign to one 
preferred name and do further 
enrichments.

- No date of birth or death, no 
occupation given, first name 
abbreviated, quite common 
surname  The system will not be 
able to distinguish between two or 
more persons with the same name

- More than one artist without name 
… This cannot be enriched. The 
group of artists in question cannot 
be distinguished from any other 
group of artists.

vocabulary > actors



The tool for vocabulary „actors“:summary

• Very often there are typographical errors, the software used before seems not to help
• There is no general rule for the direction followed: Eugene Delacroix or Delacroix Eugene
• Rarely information about an actor is contained in exports, it is often only the name
• Especially among smaler not specialized museums there is an actor named „unknown“
• Among specialised museums there are special names „Master of the cologn altar“ or „Jenaer Maler“
• Museum software systems often do not offer easy to use possibilities to keep background data about actors (or 

museums do not make use of such possibilities)

vocabulary > actors



Rules
- Use actual not historical 

placenames
- Use full place names if adequate 

(e.g. Frankfurt am Main, not 
Frankfurt)

- Use parenthesis to make 
placename individual (if necessary) 
(e.g. Hauptstraße 25 (Wiesbaden))

- Places that cannot be 
individualised should appear in 
object description

- There is no place with the name 
„unknown“ (should be left empty)

vocabulary > places
The tool for vocabulary „actors“: editor‘s view



The tool for vocabulary „places“: editor‘s view
What is inserted / imported

- „denglish“ name

vocabulary > places



The tool for vocabulary „places“: editor‘s view
What is inserted / imported

- „denglish“ name
- Old placename, since 1995: Bad 

Sobernheim

vocabulary > places



The tool for vocabulary „places“: editor‘s view
What is inserted / imported

- „denglish“ name
- Old placename, since 1995: Bad 

Sobernheim
- Incomplete name is „Biberach an der 

Riß“

vocabulary > places



The tool for vocabulary „places“: editor‘s view
What is inserted / imported

- „denglish“ name
- Old placename, since 1995: Bad 

Sobernheim
- Incomplete name is „Biberach an der 

Riß“
- „GDR-Production“ is not a placename

vocabulary > places



The tool for vocabulary „places“: editor‘s view
What is inserted / imported

- „denglish“ name
- Old placename, since 1995: Bad 

Sobernheim
- Incomplete name is „Biberach an der 

Riß“
- „GDR-Production“ is not a placename
- Two placenames given plus qualifier

vocabulary > places



The tool for vocabulary „places“: editor‘s view
What is inserted / imported

- „denglish“ name
- Old placename, since 1995: Bad 

Sobernheim
- Incomplete name is „Biberach an der 

Riß“
- „GDR-Production“ is not a placename
- Two placenames given plus qualifier
- There is more than one school in 

Reinheim  is a keyword

vocabulary > places



The tool for vocabulary „places“: editor‘s view
What is inserted / imported

- „denglish“ name
- Old placename, since 1995: Bad 

Sobernheim
- Incomplete name is „Biberach an der 

Riß“
- „GDR-Production“ is not a placename
- Two placenames given plus qualifier
- There is more than one school in 

Reinheim  is a keyword
- Name of a company  is actor

vocabulary > places



The tool for vocabulary „places“: editor‘s view
What is inserted / imported

- „denglish“ name
- Old placename, since 1995: Bad 

Sobernheim
- Incomplete name is „Biberach an der 

Riß“
- „GDR-Production“ is not a placename
- Two placenames given plus qualifier
- There is more than one school in 

Reinheim  is a keyword
- Name of a company  is actor
- „Part of“ separated by comma

vocabulary > places



The tool for vocabulary „places“: editor‘s view
What is inserted / imported

- „denglish“ name
- Old placename, since 1995: Bad 

Sobernheim
- Incomplete name is „Biberach an der 

Riß“
- „GDR-Production“ is not a placename
- Two placenames given plus qualifier
- There is more than one school in 

Reinheim  is a keyword
- Name of a company  is actor
- „Part of“ separated by comma
- Name abbreviated (full name: Köthen 

(Anhalt), than attachment of an time 
indicator (DDR means, pre 1990, BRD 
stands for post 1989)

vocabulary > places



The tool for vocabulary „places“:summary

• Many problems with incomplete entries. Museums with a local focus (local history for local audience) will insert 
things like: „Hauptstraße“ because in their universe there is only one „Hauptstraße“ (main street).

• Especially ceramic collecting museums of use as place of production a company name.

• Books as museum-objects that were published by a company in „New York, Tokio, Berlin, Madrid“ lead to not 
individualised entries, museums are simply copying what is written on the book. (The individual book they have can 
only be published either in „New York“, or in „Tokio“, or in „Berlin“, or in „Madrid“)

• Historical placenames are a political problem (Revancists always say „Posen“ instead of „Poznań“)

• A big problem are hungarian placenames for places in Slovakia, Rumania, Croatia and Ukraine. Parts of these 
countries belonged to hungary before Treaty of Trianon (04. June 1920). Even smallest places had a hungarian 
name, which the hungarians (but noone else) still use. Hard time for editors to discover places.

• Also difficult: Historical placenames for eradicated places in former German East Prussia (Kaliningrad).

• Archaeologists sometimes have a problem with exactness. If you have „south of grave 3, layer 2, ruins of troya“ the 
nodac editors run into problems with finding coordinates.

• So far no museum had coordinates of places in its exports.

• If something (e.g. production) really happend at more than one places, traditional museum-databases make it 
difficult to make separate entries (or the museums do not know or use the opportunity). Traditional databases 
rarely offer a place to store information on places.

vocabulary > places



The tool for vocabulary „keywords“: editor‘s view

Rules
- A keyword is the label for a 

concept
- No distinction between „Motiv“, 

„Decor“ etc. (instead of „apple 
(motiv)“ use „apple“)

- Use nowns not adjectives
- One keyword is one word
- To be interoperable with library 

data only singular is allowed
- Be as concret as possible (i.e. use 

tea spoon not spoon)

vocabulary > keywords



What is inserted / imported

- Excluding things

The tool for vocabulary „keywords“: editor‘s view

vocabulary > keywords



What is inserted / imported

- Excluding things
- Already known with slightly 

different label (Feuerlöscheimer)

The tool for vocabulary „keywords“: editor‘s view

vocabulary > keywords



What is inserted / imported

- Excluding things
- Already known with slightly 

different label (Feuerlöscheimer)
- Three in one (what is it about?)

The tool for vocabulary „keywords“: editor‘s view

vocabulary > keywords



What is inserted / imported

- Excluding things
- Already known with slightly 

different label (Feuerlöscheimer)
- Three in one (what is it about?)
- Plural instead of singular

The tool for vocabulary „keywords“: editor‘s view

vocabulary > keywords



What is inserted / imported

- Excluding things
- Already known with slightly 

different label (Feuerlöscheimer)
- Three in one (what is it about?)
- Plural instead of singular
- Category of two keywords

The tool for vocabulary „keywords“: editor‘s view

vocabulary > keywords



The tool for vocabulary „keywords“: summary

• Many museum do not operate with keywords!
• Some use a hierarchical lists for „type of work“, these lists often contain „others“ and cannot be used as keyword.
• Many museum-software-programmes do not offer more than one opportunity (field) to enter keywords forcing 

the museums to put all keywords in one string separated by some special character.

vocabulary > keywords



The tool for vocabulary „time“: editor‘s view

Rules
- Use as many numbers as possible
- Put „styles“ or „periods“ to 

keywords
- Each time needs a begin and and 

end

vocabulary > time



The tool for vocabulary „time“: editor‘s view
What we get …

- Information about real object 
(copy) and original object
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late 7th century“- good for friends 
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The tool for vocabulary „time“: editor‘s view
What we get …

- Information about real object 
(copy) and original object

- When did „End of 18th century“ 
begin?

- What is „about 45000 BC“?
- Specialist‘s vocabulary
- They mean „Maya classic“ not 

„greek classic“
- „partically 1971“ and the rest?
- three in one
- „Roman imperial time-migration 

period, 2nd half of 2nd century to 
late 7th century“- good for friends 
of computing

- „According to the seller this figure 
was carved many, many years 
before“ – no words!

vocabulary > time



The tool for vocabulary „time“: summary

• Many museums try to put additional information into time-fields! The specialised museums have their own „time-
vocabulary“ which is not intellegible with those of other specialisations (e.g. japonolgists, art historians, american 
antiquity, egyptologists, …).

• In some professions it is common to give arithmetic tasks instead of values (3rd quarter of 4th century to 2nd 
third of 7th century).

• It is very common to use a „about“ addition without further specification.
• Many museum-software-programmes do not offer more than one opportunity (field) to enter time values forcing 

the museums to put to much information into it.

vocabulary > time



benefits of controlOf course … It gets possible to search across museums



Hierarchical search in all relevant fields (places, time, keyword) benefits of control



Frontend, Visalisations, Timeline for objects benefits of control



Frontend, Visiualisation, Actors

Gains
- Access to all works of the same 

actor in different museums
- Automated deduction of relations 

to other actors
- Timeline of activities of actor
- Map with related places
- IDs of the actor will be part of 

export

benefits of control



Frontend, Visualisation, Maps benefits of control



Frontend, Visualisation: Tooltips (in Frontend) benefits of control



Qualified chooses (because additional data are available, e.g. live-dates)

Support
- When connecting an object-event 
(e.g. painting) to an actor one gets 
proposals while typing the name.

[Pressing „Who?“ and start typing]

benefits of control



Backend, keyword refinement (help to improve quality further) benefits of control

mouseover -> explanation

right click -> list of 
subordinated terms



Plausi – checks automatically if possible the plausibility benefits of control

Automatic check regarding plausibility and message if necessary. In the example: Painted after death of actor.



Autocorrections at import and input benefits of control

Already mentioned: Nodac-editors can teach the system and store permanent rewrites. In the examples:
1 – With the next import of data containing „Eugène Delacroix (1798 – 1863)“ there will be a rewrite 
(leaving blanks out)
2 – „Häuser“ will always automatically be changed to „Haus“, with input and at import (changing plural to 
singular has to be done very often)



Translations benefits of control

Even if object description is not 
translated,
- Placenames (e.g. Rome)
- Actor names (e.g. Helen of Troy)
- Keywords (e.g. Trojan war)
can appear in language of user, 
automatically.



Enriched data can be integrated into museum website (own API for md:term) benefits of control

The website of Landesmuseum Stuttgart 
displays data for objects fetched on the 
fly from the museum-digital server.

The pieces of information are regrouped. 
Enrichments are used.



Rich exports, interoperability with library and other catalogues increased benefits of control

The museum pressed the export-button 
in museum-digital, received a zip-file 
that they gave to the German digital 
library. The people at German digital 
library imported the data (including 
enrichments) without any problems 
because standards were used.



 It does not make sense to publish data that were collected solely for administrative purposes.
 Cooperative publishing of objects increases cooperation among museums.
 Data are living. Portals are dead. Software has to respect this.
 Inventarisation should be done with publication in mind.
 Think world not village.
 Everyone has to have rules and stick to them.
 Traditional collection management software often makes it hard to produce qualtity.
 Traditional collection management systems need to connect to pools of knowledge.

lessons learned



Guess, we are … successful ?

(publicly available only)



1. Museum-digital is basically a easy to use publication, enrichment and correction machine, there will be a need 
for it in the longer run.

2. But museum-digital is more: It is a set of „caretakers“, working groups and museums grouping around regional 
museum-associations.

3. Museum associations and volunteers founded an association: museum-digital e.V.

4. Hosting is sponsored by Zuse Institute Berlin (Part of Free University Berlin)

5. Next steps?

outlookSustainable?



https://nat.museum-digital.de/object/757145

The museums will tell us!

Thank you!
Joshua Enslin – Stefan Rohde-Enslin

info@museum-digital.org



https://artandartifacts.blogs.brynmawr.edu/2009/03/02/collections-management-takes-a-bold-step-
forward-at-last/

sources …

Lecture given at Les lundis numériques de l'INHA (Institut national d’histoire de l’art), Paris, 14.03.2022

Published under CC BY 4.0 by Joshua Enslin and Dr. Stefan Rohde-Enslin
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